Travel in style

A Beautiful Place

in time

The delightfully evocative name, Windu
Sari, translates directly as "a beautiful place
in time" and nothing perhaps describes
this tranquil oasis, set on Bali's southwest
coast in Petitenget, more eloquently.
These pages: The early evening view from the
BBQ area over the pool shows the bedrooms at
the far end and the expansive communal areas
to the left. Particularly attractive is how the
copper light shades accentuate the sumptuous
wood in the open dining area.
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“...Villa Windu Sari is a
charming, contemporary
double-storey luxury
villa designed and
constructed to
provide excellent levels
of comfort and
functionality for its
guests...”

S

et in a small, quiet estate in Petitenget, the
spacious and superbly appointed four-bedroom
Villa Windu Sari is a charming, contemporary
double-storey luxury villa designed and
constructed to provide excellent levels of comfort
and functionality for its guests.
Sleeping up to eight in its four large double en-suite
bedrooms, there is also the option to add additional beds for
children and, with various configurations available, the villa
is perfect for either family or friends. The name, Windu Sari,
translates as "a beautiful place in time" and nothing perhaps
describes this tranquil oasis on Bali's southwest coast more
eloquently.
Designed by Glenn Parker, the delightful Villa Windu Sari
has recently undergone a major refurbishment and upgrade
program. In addition to tasteful and sympathetic redecoration
throughout, all the bedrooms now feature 40-inch cable
channel TVs, DVD players and an iPod docking station. The
soft furnishings and batik-inspired bed linens complement
the marble and dark woods perfectly. There are also upgraded
bathroom fittings throughout the capacious en suites, which
feature rain showers and bathtubs, or outside shower, along

These pages: All four bedrooms
are spacious and feature cavernous
dressing rooms and bathrooms.
Beautifully appointed with a blend
of authentic art and décor, the
levels of comfort are outstanding.
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“The newly refitted
luxury kitchen is
crammed with modern
appliances that are put
to good use by the
villa’s private chef, who
offers an extensive
range of freshly
prepared and cooked
dishes to order...”

These pages: Large, elegant marbled
bathroom with oversized tub; professional
standard kitchen and fabulous airconditioned gym on the upper floor.
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with vanity sinks and masses of storage. The upper bedrooms also
feature large padded daybeds overlooking the pool and landscaped
gardens; a perfect place for morning coffee or the afternoon cocktails
expertly prepared and served by the villa staff.
The newly refitted luxury kitchen is crammed with modern appliances
that are put to good use by the villa’s private chef, who offers an
extensive range of freshly prepared and cooked dishes to order. To set
you up for the day, breakfast is included in the rate and a fabulous
range of traditional and international choices are offered.
Above the kitchen and staff quarters is a private terrace that is just
perfect for quiet relaxation and serves to separate the media room
from the gym. With a huge wall-mounted LED screen connected to
cable channels, internet and DVD player, and comfortable seating,
the media room is an air-conditioned escape for kids and adults alike.
For the energetic, the air-conditioned gym features a stationary bike,
cross trainer, fitness mats/ball and light weights, plus music and TV.
BALI STYLE Vol.11 No.3 2015
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“Designed by
Glenn Parker,
the delightful
Villa Windu Sari
has recently
undergone
a major
refurbishment
and upgrade
program...”

These pages: Relax in
majestic comfort in the villa’s
outstanding media room.
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“On arrival, access
to the villa is via
a traditional
Balinese gate that
opens directly
onto the large
swimming pool,
which is set several
metres inside...”

Tasteful landscaping, a plethora of indigenous art
and luxury soft furnishings, plus a fantastic a stateof-the-art SONOS sound system with pre-loaded
playlists controlled via an iPad, completes the vision of
contemporary Balinese style.
On arrival, access to the villa is via a traditional Balinese
gate that opens directly onto the large swimming pool,
which is set several metres inside. To the right of the
14m x 4.5m pool, framed in tropical greenery, are six
wooden loungers and parasols, plus a huge traditional
Balinese pavilion decked out with thick, comfortable
color-coordinated mattresses and pillows.
The building is constructed in an L-shape and to the
left of the pool is the communal high-roofed lounge
and dining area. Seating is lounge-style sofas with low
tables and an impressive teak chef ’s table that can seat 10.
Decorated and maintained to impeccable standards, the
villa includes a wide range of indigenous art representing
various corners of the vast archipelago.
For your convenience, the villa is fully staffed with a villa
manager, supervisor, chef, four butlers, gardener and
night security guard. Nothing seems too much trouble
for the team, who are attentive but never intrusive.
These pages: Stylish
outdoor living at Windu
Sari – luxurious loungers,
vast day pavilion and the
seductive chef’s table.
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“Decorated and
maintained to
impeccable standards,
the villa includes a wide
range of indigenous
art representing various
corners of the vast
archipelago...”

These pages: When style and space
matter: open lounge and family dining
area and, for those with children, a pool
fence is available on request.
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There is also a connecting gate leading to the adjacent villa,
where we find the colonial era-inspired Windu Asri; an
imposing six-bedroom luxury villa with equally stunning
features and even more space. Both villas can be booked
simultaneously, meaning the complex can accommodate up
to 20 guests in absolute comfort and total style – perfect for
extended families or large groups.
Only 14 km from the international airport, the villas are
located in one of the island’s most popular tourist destinations.
Petitenget is home to some of Bali’s best restaurants and chicest
bars and it’s also only a short walk from the villa to the world
famous Legian Beach with its beach cafes and rolling surf.
Villa Windu Sari is unquestionably a superb choice for the
discerning traveler.
www.villawinduasri.com
www.winduvillas.com
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